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Like any five-year-old, my daughter wants more Barbie dolls for
Christmas.

Her beloved collection is, for the most part, characterised by white,
pasty-faced, make-up clad Disney princesses with the odd nod to
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slightly darker skin colours thanks to Pocahontas and Moana.

They all have long hair and ‘perfect’ bodies. This year, I decided that
would change. I’m a parent with a physical disability and I want my
daughter’s play world to reflect reality.

I have various limb deformities and sight loss in one eye. For my
daughter, this is entirely normal.

But recently, she’s started noticing the things her mummy can’t do.
I’m the ‘only mummy’ who can’t run, I’m the ‘only mummy’ who has
seven fingers and an ‘arty-fish-al’ leg.

This is an entirely normal developmental process for her to go
through, but it’s made me more determined to find toys that
represent disability in some way.

Toy manufacturers are slowly waking up to the importance of
diversity representation in their products.

There are a few token non-white dolls around as well as slightly (but
not much) plumper ones. But when it comes to disability, options are
distinct lacking.
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I have trawled for hours online looking for some kind of disabled
Barbie. And there did use to be one – Wheelchair Beckie – but she
was eventually pulled from the shelves despite her popularity because
her wheelchair didn’t fit into existing Barbie houses.

Obviously, accessibility doesn’t exist in the toy world.

Some toy manufacturers are at least attempting to better represent
disability, albeit with a medical and mostly temporary point of view.

PlayMobil have Child in Wheelchair and Our Generation have
brought out a so-called wheelchair medical set, although most
disabled people would cringe at this. You’d be forgiven for thinking
that the only acceptable form of disability is the temporary, broken-
leg kind.

So what is all this teaching our kids? Children aren’t born prejudiced.
When they’re young, they quite happily accept difference, maybe
even embrace it.

I used to attract a small crowd of curious little ones when I took my
daughter to and from pre-school, fascinated with my hand and

Play is central to a child’s world, so it’s obvious that toy
manufacturers have huge influence over a child’s early
experience.
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artificial leg. Yet I suspect that give these kids a few years and they’ll
view disability as something to be wary of.

‘Disability with all its nuances needs to be normalised.’ (Photo: Annie Makoff-Clark)
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Play is central to a child’s world, so it’s obvious that toy
manufacturers have huge influence over a child’s early experience.

We’re only starting to realise the impact that gender bias in toys
has on children’s self-esteem and their view of the world (and if I’m
entirely honest, I admit I’d rather my daughter was playing with
construction sets rather than pretty-witty Barbie dolls but that’s an
issue for another day).

So just as Barbie and the like are finally helping to rectify stereotypes
with their new ‘career dolls’ range, and other toy brands are starting
to represent different ethnicities and cultures, disability with all its
nuances needs to be normalised.

For children with disabilities, dolls that look like them reminds them
that they’re part of society, not outside it – disabled dolls can be
powerful role models. And for non-disabled kids, it just becomes…
well, normal.

MORE: LIFESTYLE
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Children need to play with toys that reflect society’s rich diversity
instead of stick-thin, pasty faced, make-up clad versions of the
idealised woman.

I get that play is an escapism – there’s nothing wrong with having a
few sparkly princess dolls and a fairy tale palace, but do all these dolls
need to be white, thin or able-bodied?

Why can’t you have a blind princess and her guide dog gallivanting
around a castle or a prince with a walking stick?

Toy manufacturer’s take note: if we’re to really normalise disability,
toys are the first place to start.

And my conclusion from my fruitless search to find my daughter a
disabled doll?
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Apart from the Lottie doll with cochlear implants, there are just no
Barbie-style disabled dolls on the market.

Not unless you’re willing to pay over £100 for Wheelchair Beckie as a
collector’s item.

MORE: Boy, 7, takes on McDonald’s to get them to ditch plastic
toys from Happy Meals

MORE: I campaigned Tesco to stock bigger nappies for disabled
children like my son and I won

MORE: Since retiring as a Paralympian, I’ve learnt how hard it is
to be disabled in our society
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